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Making Twiggle Turrets
- Creative task making Twiggle houses

Bring the magic of BeWILDerwood into your
home or garden by making your very own
Twiggle Turrets!
Assemble and decorate them before putting
them in the garden or in your house!
You never know, a Twiggle may fall in love
with your beautiful creation and move in...

Step One - Roof
Make the roof of your turret. Take your sheet
of card and roll one top edge over the other
to make a cone shape. Secure it into position
using a staple or some sticky tape.
It should look a bit like the good wood witch,
Hazel’s, pointy hat.

Step Two - Assemble
Use sticky tape or a stapler to attach the
roof to the tube, making sure that the
longest bit of the roof is at the back of the
tube. The Twiggles prefer it that way.

What You Will Need
Cardboard tube (toilet roll
* tubes,
biscuit tubes, or crisp
*tubes all
work well)
* Sheet of card
* cereal box does(antheempty
trick)
* Coloured card or paper
* Sticky tape or a stapler
* Pens, pencils, paint or crayons
* Scissors
* Fun stuff for decorating¬!
*
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Step Three - Decorate
The Twiggles love their turrets to be soopa
colourful, so see what you can find! You can
paint the turret, colour it in with crayons or
stick coloured paper or tissue paper round it!
Make a window and a door out of card or
paper, colour it in and stick on anything else
you like the look of!

Step Four - Steps
Oooh! What about using a piece of leftover
card to make some steps for your turret, so
that the Twiggles can reach their front door
more easily! They are only tiny after all.
Just concertina the card to make the steps.

Step Five - Finish!
Find somewhere to display your Twiggle
Turret. Maybe on a window-sill, on a
shelf, in a tree or even in a pot plant!
Of course, if you see some very tiny footprints leading up to the front door, you
will know a Twiggle has moved in...

